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Abstract 

An increasing number of salt cavern damage, cavern well damage, and even cavern failure has oc-
curred over the past ten years.  Many of these could have been anticipated and prevented with more 
complete geomechanical analysis and attention to appropriate operating practices for specific site con-
ditions.  Salt caverns in bedded formations in particular, are susceptible to large scale deformation and 
damage risk. 

Most geomechanical studies and cavern stability analyses consider only long term steady state creep 
behavior of salt.  But salt material is known to experience transient creep rates that are an order of 
magnitude or higher than steady state creep rate.  Each time either the pressure or the temperature in a 
cavern changes (due to planned or unplanned operational changes), the salt experiences a period of 
renewed transient creep deformation.  This can lead to larger than anticipated cavern deformation, clo-
sure, and damage that is rarely considered.  The effects can be particularly important in bedded caverns 
with larger diameter to height ratio. 

Numerical investigations are completed on a range of salt cavern configurations, a range of salt material 
behavior, and a range of pressure and temperature cycling conditions.  Accelerated deformation is 
shown to occur due to both periodic changes in pressure and temperature, with the rate of deformation 
primarily controlled by stress difference, temperature rate change and cavern height to diameter ratio.  
The current investigation and research examines and documents these effects, providing insight and 
guidelines for safer salt cavern operations. 

Key words: rock salt, gas storage, bedded salt caverns, cyclic loading, rock mechanics, high fre-

quency 

1. Introduction

Salt caverns are artificially generated by drilling a well into the salt bed deposits and pumping water 
through the completed well to dissolve the salt.  Bedded salt caverns were the focus of this investiga-
tions.  A compilation of their distribution around the world including a description of their characteris-
tics has been provided by Gillhaus et al. [2006].  Salt caverns can be used for underground storage. 
Subsurface salt cavern storage has a tradition of storing natural gas subsurface in summer and re-
trieving it during winter period when needed.  That means cycling of pressure and temperature occurs 
inside the cavern during injection and extraction operations.  The mechanism of salt cavern storage 
and operation guideline is well studied and established [Rokahr et al., 1997; Staudtmeister and 
Struck, 1990].  A current increasing demand is developing to make such subsurface storage capacity 
available for other fluids then natural gas (e.g. compressed air or hydrogen) see Nieland [2008].  In 
addition, it is highly desired that the salt cavern storage can be subject to different operational proce-
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dures including high frequency pressure and temperature cycling, see Bérest [2011].  These new 
conditions are part of the ongoing research.  Typical cycling loading patterns have been summarized 
by [Zander-Schiebenhoefer, 2010] and lab tests have been performed to understand mechanical and 
creep behavior of rock salt under these conditions [Buchholz and Keffeler, 2017; Mellegard and 
Düsterloh, 2012; Nieland, 2003; 2008].  In a next step these small-scale lab tests shall be brought to 
field scale.  Nevertheless, to prepare for the field scale application, an intermediate step of using nu-
merical modeling to study the influence of cycling pressure and temperature loading is recommended. 
Cyclic loading has been studied for caverns in thin-bedded rock salt [Han et al., 2007; Xing et al., 
2015] using numerical approaches; the stability of high frequency temperature cycling has not been 
investigated in detail to our knowledge.  Though coupled thermo-mechanical case studies have been 
performed, such as Passaris et al. [2017].  The conclusion from the study of [Buchholz and Keffeler, 
2017] suggested that when thermal temperature gradients exist, tensile stresses are able to induce 
damage. 
 
The primary objective of this study is to investigate high-frequency pressure and temperature cycling 
influence on the stability of bedded salt caverns to improve the understanding of salt cavern storage 
capability.  The results from this study can provide operators with improved geotechnical design and 
operating guidelines for thin-bedded salt caverns. 
 

2.    Methodology 
 
A range of typical pressure and temperature cycles reasonable for high-frequency loading in salt cav-
erns have been screened from literature and case studies [Nieland, 2003; 2008; Zander-
Schiebenhoefer, 2010].  Geologic and mechanical properties for thin-bedded salt formations used in 
this study have been compiled earlier by Bruno et al. [2005].  The constitutive model developed there-
in was used in this study to model the mechanical behavior of rock salt.  The approach involved modi-
fying a creep viscoplastic material model (PWIPP) in the numerical finite difference method (FDM) 
software code FLAC3D [Itasca Consulting Group, 2012] to include pseudo-elastic loading response, 
elastic unloading routine and failure response from salt. 
 
First the salt cavern model developed by Han et al. [2007] was improved to also integrate the possi-
bility of cyclic thermal loading, additional to the already available option of cyclic pressure loading.  
The updated model was applied to perform sensitivity analysis to study the combined pressure and 
temperature cycling effect on the stability of salt caverns.  In a first step no cycling, pure pressure cy-
cling, pure thermal cycling and combined pressure and thermal cycling are evaluated on the single 
cavern model with a height to diameter ratio (H/D) of 1/2.  For the pressure cycling the pressure ap-
plied at the cavern wall is changed at a rate of 10 bar/day (145 psi/day).  For the temperature cycling 
a simplified approach by gradually changing the temperature of the cavern cell boundary layer at a 
rate of 4 degC/day (7.2 F/day) is chosen.  This creates a thermally stressed area at a short distance 
of the salt cavern wall into the rock mass.  This approach is reasonable as Bérest [2011] concludes 
that temperature change inside the cavern is only a ‘skin effect’, affecting only a thin zone at the cav-
ern wall.  Passaris et al. [2017] shows similar low penetration of the thermal effect for similar tempera-
ture ranges applied as in this investigation.  Besides, the simulations presented in this research do 
not last for more than 190 days, thus long term temperature effects are neglected.  Pressure and 
temperature change rates applied have been chosen in the order of magnitudes investigated by 
[Zander-Schiebenhoefer, 2010]. 
 
Focus in this research is set on accelerated creep behavior due to combined thermal and pressure 
cyclic loading.  Failure of the salt is modeled, based on the material model developed for the Permian 
salt.  Thermal gradients in the rock and inside the cavern are neglected.  Since the height of the cav-
ern is lower than the diameter, vertical temperature differences are expected to be low and should not 
influence the overall trend of the results.  A qualitative numerical modeling research study on cavern 
stability was performed. 
 

3.    Material model 
 
Based on the assumption that any rapid change in temperature and/or pressure initiates the creep 
behavior of salt in transient mode, it is expected that more creep is accumulated during cycling pres-
sure and/or temperature compared to creep at constant pressure or temperature.  High-frequency 
thermal cycling lab experiments on rock salt from Buchholz and Keffeler [2017] have shown two 
things: 1) during thermal cycling, the creep continues and the creep strain keeps increasing under 
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constant stress conditions; thus the thermal expansion effect is canceled out; 2) in case of existing 
thermal gradients the creep can even start to accelerate.  The material model for rock salt used in this 
research (which is based on Bruno [2005]), shows a similar behavior.  A demonstration is performed 
on a single cell rock salt model.  The lateral confining stress of 15 MPa (2175 psi) is applied, while the 
vertical stress applied is 20 MPa (2900 psi) (5MPa stress difference).  The temperature is cycled be-
tween 10 and 50 degC (50 and 122 F).  Figure 1 shows the results of the accelerated axial strain (= 
compression of the cell) when the temperature is cycled (red and magenta line).  As a reference, the 
green and blue line show the creep over 30 days at a constant temperature of 10 degC and 50 degC, 
respectively.  The test starts at 10 degC (50 F) and creeps for 1 day before heating up to 50 degC 
(122 F) and creeping for another day.  It is seen that the creep behavior starts at initial transient be-
havior after the instantaneous temperature change.  It is hard to see for the transient creep at 10 deg, 
as the overall creep curve is rather flat in that scale, but it is clearly seen for the creep at 50 degC.  
Transient creep last about a day for that temperature and adds 0.01% axial strain. 
 
The red and magenta line in Figure 1 differ in whether applying the softening model developed by 
[Bruno, 2005] or not (Magenta line shows the result with softening model, while red line shows the 
result without softening model).  It is seen that softening behavior of the material accelerates the 
creep behavior.  Softening behavior was activated in this study. 
 
For more details on the material model, such as failure criteria and softening the reader is referred to 
Han et al. [2007] and [Bruno, 2005].  As a reference the calibration of the model to the creep behavior 
of Permian salt to data from creep test performed by Pfeifle et al. [1983] is presented in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 1. Creep and temperature versus 
time for single cell test for different temperature 

settings. 

 
Figure 2. Creep response of Permian salt.  

Confinement pressure is 15 MPa,  
stress difference equal to 5 MPa.  Experimental 

data are from Pfeifle et al. [1983] 
 

 

4.    Numerical simulation scenarios 
 
A set of simulations was performed on a bedded salt cavern typical for Permian, Michigan and Appa-
lachian Basins.  Geometric salt cavern set up and boundary conditions were described in detail in 
Han et al. [2007].  The baseline for this research study is a thin bedded cavern – idealized by a rec-
tangular cylinder – with a diameter of 60 m (200 ft) and a height of 30 m (100 ft), thus an H/D of 1/2.  
Cavern center depth is at 777 m (2550 ft) below surface.  An image of a close up to of the model 
around the cavern is shown in Figure 3, showing the 4 different formation layers in place.  Initial hy-
drostatic pressure and constant temperature are 11.3 Pa/m (0.5 psi/ft) and 30 deg C (86 F), respec-
tively.  Thickness of the salt roof beam is 12 m (40 ft) for all the simulations. 
 
After initializing the cavern at hydrostatic pressure for 90 days, a baseline simulation is run for anoth-
er 195 days at hydrostatic pressure for comparison (Simulation #0).  For the next simulations the cy-
clic loading is initiated after the initial 90 day creep only from above.  Starting with a drawdown from 
8.8 MPa to 5.1 MPa (1276 psi to 739 psi) within 3.5 days, thus at a gradient of 10 bar/day 
(145 psi/day); this drawdown is accompanied by a temperature decline of 4 degC/day (7.2 F/day).  
Drawdown was followed by a pressure and temperature increase up to 15 MPa (2175 psi) and 
55 degC (131 F), respectively – see Figure 4.  A total number of 10 such full cycles was applied, thus 
reached a total period of 195 days cycling simulated (Simulation #1, #2 and #3). 
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Two simulations (simulations #4 and #5) were performed cycling only with amplitude of 40 bar 
(580 psi) with the same pressure change rates of 10 bar/day (145 psi/day).  Simulation #4 cycles at 
maximum cavern pressure: pressure is increased to 15 MPa (2175 psi) after initialization, but never 
lowered below 11 MPa (1595 psi) after that.  Simulation #4 operates the 40 bar (580 psi) cycling at 
the minimum cavern pressure of 5.1 MPa (739 psi).  Temperature change rates were adjusted based 
on the findings from the thermal simulations performed by Zander-Schiebenhoefer [2010], that the 
temperature changes less when cycling at high cavern pressure compared to temperature changes at 
low cavern pressures during cycling.  Cycling was applied until reaching again 195 days of simulated 
cyclic loading. 
 
In a next step the diameter of the salt cavern was increased by a factor of two and the combined 
thermal and pressure loading was applied again for the full amplitude, thus a total of 195 days were 
simulated.  The simulations performed are summarized in Table 1. 
 

 
Figure 3. Geomechanical model (modified 

after Han et al. [2007]) 

 
Figure 4. Pressure and temperature cy-

cles applied for simulation #3 and #6 

 
Table 1. Simulation matrix 

 

 
 

5.    Results and Discussion 
 
For each simulation, we evaluate rock stresses, development of damage defined as the formation of 
micro-cracks and deformation.  This set of parameters for the baseline simulation is shown as the 
shear stress, induced failed elements distribution and vertical displacement after 285 days of creep in 
Figure 5, 6 and 7, respectively.  The vertical downward movement of the center of the cavern roof is 
shown in Figure 8.   
 
High shear stresses are observed in the corners of the salt cavern and at the interfaces between the 
rock layers.  Micro-cracks due to shear failure (failed elements) have developed mainly at the side 
wall of the salt cavern as shown in Figure 7.  Only shear failure (no tensile failure) is observed since 

Comments

Simulation 

Model #

H/D 

Ratio

Height - 

m (ft)

Diameter - 

m (ft)

Cavern 

Volume - 

m 3̂ (ft 3̂)

Pressure 

change rate - 

bar/day 

(psi/day)

Temperature 

change rate  - 

degC/day 

(F/day)

Maximum 

amplitude of 

Pressure 

change - 

bar (psi)

Evaluation

0 1/2
30.5

(100)

61

(200)

88,915 

(3.14e6)
0 0 0 Single Cavern Baseline Model no cyclic loading

1 1/2
30.5

(100)

61

(200)

88,915 

(3.14e6)
10 (145) 0 100 (1450) pressure cycling only

2 1/2
30.5

(100)

61

(200)

88,915 

(3.14e6)
0 4 (7.2) 0 temperature cycling only

3 1/2
30.5

(100)

61

(200)

88,915 

(3.14e6)
10 (145) 4 (7.2) 100 combined cycling

4 1/2
30.5

(100)

61

(200)

88,915 

(3.14e6)
10 (145) 3.2 (5.7) 40 (580) cycle at maximum cavern pressure

5 1/2
30.5

(100)

61

(200)

88,915 

(3.14e6)
10 (145) 6 (10.8) 40 (580) cycle at minimum cavern pressure

6 1/4
30.5

(100)

122

(400)

356,790 

(1.26e7)
10 (145) 4 (7.2) 100 Ratio of Cavern Height/Diameter

Cavern Dimension Cycling parameters
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the pressure applied in the cavern is less than the minimum stress of the surrounding formation.  An-
other point we want to make is that cell size in the model also affects the failure state.  Cell refine-
ment in the area of the cavern wall should improve the results of failure area. 
 

 
Figure 5. Shear stress after 285 days no 

cyclic loading (sim #0) 

 
Figure 6. Failure after 285 days no cyclic 

loading (sim #0) 

 
Vertical displacement is slightly lower at the bottom of the cavern compared to the roof movement, 
due to gravity – see Figure 7.  The maximum downward movement observed at the roof center is 
1.6 cm (0.6 in).  Note this total displacement includes initial displacement from initializing mechanical 
equilibrium (about 1 cm).  Transient and secondary creep makes up 0.5 cm (0.2 in) during the first 
90 days of loading at hydrostatic pressure inside the cavern.  During the final 195 days an additional 
0.2 cm are accumulated to the vertical displacement. 
 

 
Figure 7. Vertical displacement after 285 

days no cyclic loading (sim #0) 
 

Figure 8. Vertical displacement of roof 
center over 285 days no cyclic loading (sim #0) 

 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the shear stress for pressure only and temperature only cycling, respec-
tively.  The results indicate that higher shear stresses are induced for the case of cycling the pressure 
only than that of cycling temperature only.  This suggests that cycling of pressure has larger impact 
on salt cavern stability than cycling temperature for the order of magnitude applied. 
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Figure 9. Shear stress (MPa) after pres-
sure cycling only after 285 days of pressure cy-

cling (sim #1) 
 

 
Figure 10. Shear stress (MPa) after tem-

perature cycling only after 285 days of tempera-
ture cycling (sim #2) 

 

 
For the combined pressure and temperature cycling case (simulation #3), the induced shear stress is 
shown in Figure 11, which is similar to the results caused by pressure cycling only case. 
 
The simulation result for the roof displacement for the pressure cycling only (simulation #1) shows 
that the displacement follows a similar trend as the no cycling baseline, with additional oscillation of 
the displacement due to the pressure increase and decrease.  Once the temperature is cycled, the 
displacement shows acceleration in creep (simulation #2), which adds up to the creep caused by the-
pressure cycling trend once both temperature and pressure are cycled together (simulation #3).  Fig-
ure 12 compares the results of these simulations in one plot over time.  Maximum center roof vertical 
displacement has reached 2.5 cm (1 in) for the extreme case of cycling pressure and temperature at 
the same time. 
 
Comparing the induced failure in Figure 13, a slightly higher number of damaged cells are seen for 
the pressure cycling only compared to the baseline simulation.  No additional failure is seen due to 
thermals cycling only.  Once combining the two loading conditions, slightly more damage is observed. 
 

 
Figure 11. Shear stress (MPa) after com-

bined temperature and pressure cycling (sim #3) 
 

 
Figure 12. Compare roof displacement for 

simulation #1, #2 and #3 over 285 days 
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Figure 13. Compare failure after 285 days 

for simulation #1, #2 and #3  
Figure 14. Compare roof displacement for 

simulation #3, #4 and #5 over 285 days 
 
In a next step, simulations #4 and #5 with a lower pressure amplitude of 40 bar (580 psi) were com-
pared with the high amplitude of 100 bar (1450 psi) of simulation #3.  As mentioned earlier the pres-
sure change rate for the cycles is the same, but the temperature change rate was adjusted.  The 
temperature gradient for the cycling at high pressure was reduced to 3.2 degC/day (5.7 F/day), while 
the temperature gradient for cycling at minimum pressure was increased to 6 degC/day (10.8 F/day).  
This was chosen according to the trend of the simulation results presented in Zander-Schiebenhoefer 
[2010].  Thus the influence of the temperature change plays a larger role for cycling at low cavern 
pressure. 
 
Damage pattern for the simulations at low pressure amplitude are similar to the high pressure ampli-
tude results, thus the results are not plotted here.  By comparing the vertical displacements under 
different pressures cycling in Figure 14, we conclude that a relative constant creep occurs when cy-
cling at high cavern pressure, while the creep is accelerating significantly for the cycling at low cavern 
pressure.  A maximum displacement of close to 3 cm (1.2 in) is observed after 285 days of simula-
tion.  That is an additional 0.5 cm (0.2 in) displacement compared to the high amplitude cycling (simu-
lation 3). 
 
The final comparison is between caverns with H/D of ½ and ¼, which are simulations #3 and #6, re-
spectively.  As expected more damage is observed for a higher aspect ratio of the salt cavern – see 
Figure 15.  The amplitude of strain oscillation at the center of the roof is increased by a factor of 2.5 
as seen in Figure 16.  The simulation results from the study of height and radius of salt cavern can 
provide guidance on proper design of salt cavern to increase the stability. 

 

 
Figure 15. Compare failure between simulation #3 and #6 after 285 days of cyclic temperature 

and pressure loading. 
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Figure 16. Compare displacement between simulation #3 and #6 after 285 days of cyclic tem-

perature and pressure loading. 
 

 

6.    Conclusions 
 

 A numerical bedded salt cavern model has been developed that allows for applica-
tion of high pressure and temperature high frequency loading cycles. 

 

 The study results show that temperature cyclic loading accelerates the development 
of creep at the cavern wall. 

 

 For changes at low cavern pressures,  the high frequency pressure and temperature 
cycling exposes a higher risk due to the faster creep rate caused by larger  stress 
and temperature difference, compared to the deformations observed for cycling at 
high cavern pressure. 

 

 More damage was observed for a higher aspect ratio of height to radius (H/D) for the 
salt cavern. Proper design of the height and radius of salt cavern can increase the 
stability. 

 

 Future research should focus on less generic loading cycles, ideally history matching 
field cases with known cavern size reductions due to high frequency loading. 
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